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EIS Dashboard empowers business
executives with powerful
Web-based Executive Information
System for
Decision Support

FEATURES

Knowledge Base EIS Dashboard is a web-based Executive
Information System that is designed to provide business users and
decision makers to proactive monitor, analyze and identify
performance, trends, risks and opportunities through a customized,
visual presentation of critical information.
Visual Analysis and Alert Detection

EIS Dashboard v3.1 comes with the following
built-in features and capabilities:
¾

Visually Rich provides visually rich look and
feel, drag-n-drop, slice-n-dice interface. Also
supports Web-charts, Cross-tabs, GIS interface
and Hot-spots etc which are configurable.

¾

Alerting Engine. Users will be able to set
threshold to any indicators and the system will
alert when the threshold is met either via
Dashboard, email and SMS.

¾

Drill-down and Drill-Through.
User can drilldown and drill-through from summary to detail
data.

¾

Email Interface. Ability to email contents of the
dashboard to users.

¾

Web Publish. Publish, export or save any
portion of the EIS content as Image, Excel or
HTML report for sharing.

¾

Dynamic Refresh.
updated in real-time.

¾

Observation/Remarks
Capture.
All
observations and qualitative analysis will be
captured so that other users will be able to share
and view observations by other users. This is
powerful feature as a true Decision Support
solution must support both Quantitative and
Qualitative Analysis.

¾

KPI Navigator.
view KPIs.

¾

Personalization.
The Dashboard
personalized to suit individual need.

¾

Traffic Lighting.
Provide configurable traffic
lightings for easy visuals.

¾

Actual, Plan and Variance Analysis. Ability to
enter budget/plan figures to plot variance.

¾

Application Launch Pad. The Dashboard can be
integrated to other application e.g. OLAP and
Reports which can launched directly.

¾

Integration to OLAP engine. Since Dashboard
is based on Microsoft .NET technology, it can be
seamlessly integrated to Microsoft Analysis
Services and Analytica™

¾

Reporting Dashboard.
Provides reporting
dashboard to launch standard and ad-hoc
reports. Also provides security access controls.

¾

Ad-hoc query. Provides an ad-hoc SQL query to
browse data using drag-n-drop approach with
zero programming.

EIS Dashboard provides is a visually rich graphical and web-enabled
environment to rapidly build and deploy Executive Information
System. Executive Information dashboards are usually catered for
Senior Executives using a simple point-in-click and slice-n-dice
metaphor. EIS Dashboard easily spotlights areas that need attention
before situations become critical and costly by highlighting key
measures. Drill-down capabilities provide you with the flexibility to
trace problem areas directly to the source. The trend-analysis,
variance analysis, time series analysis and traffic lighting features
provide a powerful visual environment to monitor and set threshold
for any measures. EIS Dashboard enables you to take in the "big
picture" at an overview level or drill right down to the transaction
level to get the detail.

The Dashboard can be

Includes a KPI navigator to
can

be

Rapid Application Development & Prepackaged Application
EIS Dashboard is developed using Knowledge Base EIS Development
Toolkit, which enables to develop EIS applications rapidly, saving
almost 70 to 80% of effort when compared developing from ordinary
application development tools. EIS Development Toolkit comes with
pre-built component libraries, control gadgets and parameterized
routines to minimize the development effort.
EIS Toolkit supports
royalty free run-time so that there are no additional licenses required
for every machine. EIS Dashboards comes also comes with industry
standard jump-start solution packaged solution for various industries
such as Banking/Finance, Telco and Healthcare. EIS Dashboard
prepackaged solution comes with key performance indicators and
a proven data model. Whether you need to respond to new
information by the minute, hour, day, week or month, EIS Dashboard
is the solution to your decision support needs.
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EIS Dashboard enables you to take snapshots of your data
whenever you need it. These data views can be refreshed
automatically, so that you can literally watch changes as
they happen. An example might be watching your daily
Loan Analysis graph grow as the loans are disbursed, and at
the same time, comparing the actual results against your
plan.
With EIS Dashboard you can proactively identify trends, risks
and opportunities through a customized, visual presentation
of critical information. This enables you to produce a full
range of displays, reports, and graphs, all custom designed
to fit your organization. In addition, different users can have
different views into data, so that they can analyze
information specific to their job functions.
Managing eBusiness Intelligence
Knowledge Base EIS Dashboard™ is a part of Knowledge
Base business intelligence solutions. These innovative
solutions enable organizations to satisfy analytical
application such as Financial, Customer and Product
Intelligence application demands while driving new business
initiatives and revenue streams.
EIS Dashboard solutions help customers identify new market
opportunities, support “one-to-one” marketing programs
and allow organizations to learn more about their suppliers,
distributors, customers, partners and employees.
Combining these powerful features, it offers a unique
advantage—the delivery of the right information to the right
people at the right time—all in a personalized way.
EIS Dashboard supports extensive data sources such as:
¾
¾
¾
¾

SQL Server
ORACLE
DB2
Any ODBC compliant database

Knowledge Base Business Intelligence Services
Knowledge Base also offers an extensive range of services to
help an organization accelerate a project’s successful
completion and increase ROI. Offerings range from initial
assessment, product implementation and integration
projects, to migration services, premium support offerings
and staff education. Knowledge Base Professional Services
can help organization to build, deploy and leverage
dynamic and web-based business intelligence applications
cost effectively.
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